ASSOCIATION OF ONTARIO

EMERGENCY NURSES

General Forum Rules
Introduction
Welcome to the Emergency Nurses Association of Ontario forum. This site
was created as a way for the ENAO to share ideas, thoughts and
comments with each other as a better connect with all the Emergency
Nurses of Ontario. The General forums offer a valuable way for resource
sharing, feedback, and discussion related to the issues that you might be
facing in your day-to-day environments as frontline staff. We hope to build
a welcoming and friendly online community.
Online feedback is important to the ENAO, as we understand that this may
be an easier way for members to voice their thoughts comments and
suggestions. All are welcome whether it is positive or negative.
Please remember that things post on the Internet stay on the Internet.
Always be mindful of what you post and how you post because it can come
back to haunt you.
The Moderator is currently the ENAO Webmaster.
Forum Language
The official language to be used with all postings on these forums is
English.
Arguments
There is a fine line between discussion and an argument which is at times
hard to define. In general a discussion becomes an argument when the

postings become personal and if this starts to become obvious then the
ENAO Moderator(s) will take necessary action which may include removal
locking of posts, or revocation of forum privileges.

Personal Attacks
Under no circumstances will we allow attacks targeted at members of this
forum. These are usually caused by discussions turning into serious
arguments as mentioned above. Please think before posting anything that
would be defined as this sort of attack. For example "Username is an idiot"
Personal attacks, including those in personal forum messages or emails,
are not welcome on these forums and will be dealt with firmly. As the
moderators do not have access to personal forum messages or emails any
action would only be in response to a specific complaint by the recipient.
	
  

Complaints
Keep them to the Suggestions, Comments and Complaints forum.
However, if your complaint is about a particular post, use the Report
button. We value your input as a member.

Spam/Self-Promotion
This forums primary function is to be used as a tool for communication.
We will not allow you to add any links to promote/sell products or
advertise business. This is not the place for it. Non-compliance will result
in a warning, or in severe cases a revocation of privileges. If you are
unsure or have any questions about this please send me a message.
Use of inappropriate language
The use of swear words, or disguised swear words, in a post is not allowed
on the forums. Any attempt to avoid the swear filter will be dealt with which
may include removal, locking of posts, or revocation of forum privileges.
Derogatory Names
The use of Derogatory names, sexual or racist items or links in a post is

not tolerated anywhere on the ENAO forum and WILL result in revocation
of forum privileges by the ENAO moderator.

Posting of Personal Details
Do not post any personal details whatsoever on the ENAO forum or post
any personal messages this includes the content of personal messages
(personal forum messages) or emails received from other users or the
ENAO moderator(s).
Choice of forum Display Name, Avatar, or Signature
The forum moderator(s) reserve the right to ask any member to change
their display name, avatar or signature should they feel that it is
inappropriate or disrespectful.
All CAPS titles/posts
These can be annoying not only because in general "netiquette" they
represent shouting, so please refrain from posting in all caps.

Everything Else
• Try to read the forum names so you post your thread in the right one
• No multiple accounts If you are having difficulty signing up or have a
general question please email the ENAO Webmaster by clicking
support at the top right corner of the ENAO Forum login page or via
the ENAO website (www.enao.me) under Contact Us.

ENAO Webmaster
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